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Bought this game yesterday because I was having some friends over. We planned on playing a bunch of games but ended up
playing just this for most of the day. It's very fun! We played a variety of game modes in the afternoon and mostly just played
Last Man Standing in the evening, as we perceived that one to be the most fun. We only didn't like the football one.

Some criticism though:
We were playing with 4 people and filled the remaining 4 slots with bots. Bot difficulty was a bit iffy. On higher difficulties
bots have excellent timing with their sword swings, making them practically impossible to beat in toe-to-toe melee combat.
However, even on Extreme difficulty the AI is still dumb as bricks, so if given enough freedom you can easily outsmart them.
This makes the optimal difficulty vary a lot between game modes. For example, modes like Arms Race which just focus on
killing as fast as possible were best played on regular difficulty, while on Last Man Standing even on Extreme difficulty the bots
struggled to keep up with the players.. This Gold Robot is awesome for some tech fun like playing a robot or making tech metal
home and decorating it using mannequins equipped with this robot set.Also his light energy parts glow in the dark or shade.He is
awesome.If you Like it , Afford it , or simply want to support the game's further Developement, Definetly Buy him.

He also has a slightly different, Square-ish Grey Brother!!!. This is really short, only about one hour long (if that) and it's just a
bunch of \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 dialogue and clearing waves of enemies (Literally waves. They tell you a
number to clear and you clear them which progresses the dialogue for the storyline. There are no real cutscenes excluding the
ending and the beginning. 3\/10 would not buy again. good\u00e4\u00e4. I am posting this review as a warning to potential
buyers - this game is broken. Level 57 will not complete. You can see other users complaining of the same in the discussion
thread.. if you want a dreamy surreal experience, check out Flower. I really love this game! Keep the updates comin'! If you
have a VR Headset and you have the money and time, I DEFINETLY RECCOMEND THIS! Its fun! It's really fun!. going into
this i really thought it'd be good, but like. it really wasn't.
the biggest thing that struck me was the voice acting. it isn't bad, it's more so that it feels really, really out of place. especially
when they're in america. and aren't japanese. it doesn't really blend well with the story??
also, like,,, it just wasn't very well written. it's incredibly rushed and actually made me pretty uncomfortable at certain points. it just
felt like porn with somewhat of a plot. thats the best way to describe it. and it's very clear that this was meant to be targeted towards
straight men who think lesbians are hot.
i got it on sale so i'm not gonna complain about the price, but i wouldn't buy it for full price.
also, after having patched it myself, i wish i hadn't. it costs $5 more if you wanna buy it patched, but like,,,, don't bother. it's
genuinely really really uncomfortable unless you're one of the straight men mentioned above. you might like it then, dunno.
in the end, it felt like a huge chore to read. there were points where i just wanted to drop it completely.
i guess i wouldn't say don't buy it, but,,, it just wasn't for me
. Just embrace that you're a degenerate like the rest of us and buy it already.
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It's ok I guess. ANYONE AND EVERYONE ADD ME AND WE CAN THROW DOWN SOME GNAR THIS GAME TIZZZ
IGHT. If you're anything like me, you're looking at this game going "This looks like the worst thing I've ever seen."
And you'd be right. This is the worst thing you've ever SEEN; but once you get to PLAYING this mess, you'll notice that it's
actually really really fun.

Think borderlands guns in minecraft's world with quests and a storyline.

It's an infinite and destructible world like minecraft, with randomized loot like borderlands, and joinable factions like mount
and blade (granted there are only 2 factions)
Certainly rough around the edges, but once you get into it, you'll find an enjoyable experience.

Also multiplayer. so that's cool.... I wanted to enjoy this game so much, but found myself just wanting it to be over. I almost quit
multiple times, but saw it through to the end.

The production value is top notch. Amzing graphics, great sound, cool steampunk look, interesting narrator\/host. It's clear a lot
of hard work went into this game.

However, I just found the game to be a bit boring and very frustrating. You cannot interact with much of anything in the rooms.
It's mostly just static content. You really have no idea what you are looking for. So, you find yourself eventually just walking
around waving your tool until it turns green. You might do this for 20 minutes and then finally find some obscure item. Often
times when you use the item, nothing happens, so you start the search again until you find some other hard-to-locate item. The
puzzles themselves are pretty easy. The game is mostly just about finding where things are hidden.

I found the controls a bit odd as well. Left trigger teleports and right trigger picks up and drops off a single item. As far as I
could tell, there is no turn left or right, so you phyically have to turn around in circles. I had to detangle my headset cable
multiple times duing the game.. A bit too short and a bit too simple. There isn't an awful lot to do, see or buy in this game. But
what little it has is really well done.
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